Handy Safety Tips & Tricks

- Choose a busy place and lock up your bike in a well lit area with high foot traffic.
- Always lock your bike using a high quality D-Lock, securing the back wheel and the frame to a fixed object that can’t be broken, cut, lifted over or removed.
- If you’re using a D-lock, try to fill as much of the space within the U with the bike and the thing it’s attached to so thieves can’t use a jack to break it.
- For extra security, add an extra lock such as a chain or cable around your front wheel.
- Try not to lock your bike in the same place all the time – thieves may notice the pattern!
- Lock up or take your helmet and any easily removed accessories (such as lights) with you.
Bike Identification Card

If your bike is stolen call the Police on 131 444 and present them with this card to ensure they have the best chance at finding it.

Make: ____________________________
Model: __________________________
Style: __________________________

Serial number: ___________________

Date and place of purchase:

______________________________

Value: _________________________

Put a photo of your bike here.